
CLOUDS





SO MANY CLOUDS! 

f Accessory Clouds

f Altocumulus Castellanus Clouds

f Altocumulus Clouds

f Altostratus Clouds

f Anvil Clouds

f Anvil Dome Clouds

f Anvil Rollover Clouds

f Arcus Clouds

f Backsheared Anvil Clouds

f Cirrocumulus Clouds

f Cirrostratus Clouds

f Cirrus Clouds

f Clear Slot Clouds

f Cloud Tags Clouds

f Collar Clouds

f Condensation Funnel Clouds



THE LIST IS HUGE!

f Congestus Clouds

f Cumulogenitus Clouds

f Cumulonimbogenitus Clouds

f Cumulonimbus Clouds

f Cumulus Clouds

f Debris Clouds

f Dry Slot Clouds

f Duplicatus Clouds

f Fallstreak Hole Clouds

f Funnel Clouds

f Hail Fog Clouds

f Hot Tower Clouds

f Incus Clouds

f Inflow Band Clouds

f Intortus Clouds

f Inverted Cumulus Clouds

f Knuckles Clouds

f Lacunosus Clouds

f Mammatus Clouds

f Nacreous Clouds

f Nimbostratus Clouds

f Noctilucent Clouds

f Opacus Clouds

f Pannus Clouds

f Perlucidus Clouds

f Pileus Clouds

Praecipitatio Clouds
Pyrocumulus Clouds
Radiatus Clouds
Roll Clouds
Rope Clouds
Scud Clouds
Shelf Clouds
Species Fractus Clouds
Towering Cumulus Clouds
Translucidus Clouds
Tuba CloudsStratocumulus
Clouds
Stratus Clouds
Striations Clouds
Tail Clouds

Undulatus Clouds
Velum Clouds
Vertebratus Clouds
Wall Clouds



SO WE’LL LOOK AT THE MORE 
COMMON ONES TODAY…



HIGH LEVEL CLOUDS

Cirrus
f Detached clouds in the form of white, delicate

filaments, mostly white patches or narrow
bands. They may have a fibrous (hair-like)
and/or silky sheen appearance.

f Cirrus clouds are always composed of ice
crystals, and their transparent character
depends upon the degree of separation of the
crystals.

f As a rule when these clouds cross the sun's disk
they don’t really diminish its brightness. Before
sunrise and after sunset, cirrus is often colored
bright yellow or red. These clouds are lit up
long before other clouds and fade out much
later





CIRROSTRATUS

f Transparent, whitish veil clouds with a
fibrous (hair-like) or smooth appearance.
A sheet of cirrostratus which is very
extensive, nearly always ends by covering
the whole sky.

f A milky veil of fog (or thin Stratus) is
distinguished from a veil of Cirrostratus of a
similar appearance by the halo
phenomena which the sun or the moon
nearly always produces in a layer of
cirrostratus.



CIRROCUMULUS

f Thin, white patch, sheet, or layered of
clouds without shading. They are
composed of very small elements in the
form of more or less regularly arranged
grains or ripples.

f In general Cirrocumulus represents a
degraded state of cirrus and cirrostratus
both of which may change into it and is
an uncommon cloud. There will be a
connection with cirrus or cirrostratus
and will show some characteristics of
ice crystal cl ouds.





MID ALTITUDE CLOUDS



ALTOSTRATUS CLOUDS

f Gray or bluish cloud sheets or layers of
striated or fibrous clouds that totally or
partially covers the sky. They are thin
enough to regularly reveal the sun as
if seen through ground glass.

f Altostratus clouds do not produce a
halo phenomenon nor are the
shadows of objects on the ground
visible.

f Sometime virga (next class) is seen
hanging from Altostratus, and at times
may even reach the ground causing
very light precipitation.



ALTO CUMULUS CLOUDS

f White and/or gray patch, sheet or layered
clouds, generally composed of laminae
(plates), rounded masses or rolls. They may
be partly fibrous or diffuse.

f When the edge or a thin semitransparent
patch of altocumulus passes in front of the
sun or moon a corona appears. This
colored ring has red on the outside and
blue inside and occurs within a few
degrees of the sun or moon.

f The most common mid cloud, more than
one layer of Altocumulus often appears at
different levels at the same time. Many
times Altocumulus will appear with other
cloud types.



NIMBOSTRATUS CLOUDS

f The continuous rain cloud. Resulting
from thickening Altostratus, This is a
dark gray cloud layer diffused by
falling rain or snow. It is thick enough
throughout to blot out the sun. The
cloud base lowers into the low level
of clouds as precipitation continues.

f Also, low, ragged clouds frequently
occur beneath this cloud which
sometimes merges with its base.



LOW ALTITUDE CLOUDS



CUMULUS (GREAT FOR CLOUD GAZING)

f Detached, generally dense clouds
and with sharp outlines that develop
vertically in the form of rising mounds,
domes or towers with bulging upper
parts often resembling a cauliflower.

f The sunlit parts of these clouds are
mostly brilliant white while their bases
are relatively dark and horizontal.

f Over land cumulus develops on days
of clear skies, and is due to diurnal
convection; it appears in the
morning, grows, and then more or less
dissolves again toward evening.



TCU (OR TOWERING CUMULUS)

f Aviation coined this term
f Towering cumulus clouds develop 

due to atmospheric convection and 
instability.. As warm and humid air 
rises on to the unstable air layer, it is 
cooled and eventually condenses 
into water droplets forming towering 
cumulus clouds. If the surrounding air 
becomes more unstable and 
coupled with a very strong updraft, 
towering cumulus may 
metamorphose into a thunderstorm 
cloud.



STRATUS CLOUDS

f A generally gray cloud layer with a uniform base 
which may, if thick enough, produce drizzle, ice 
prisms, or snow grains. When the sun is visible through 
this cloud, its outline is clearly discernible.

fOften when a layer of Stratus breaks up and dissipates 
blue sky is seen.





CUMULONIMBUS

f Twas a dark and stormy night…or
day…

f The thunderstorm cloud, this is a
heavy and dense cloud in the form of
a mountain or huge tower. The upper
portion is usually smoothed, fibrous or
striated and nearly always flattened
in the shape of an anvil or vast plume.

f Under the base of this cloud which is
often very dark, there are often low
ragged clouds that may or may not
merge with the base. They produce
precipitation, which sometimes is in
the form of virga.

f Cumulonimbus clouds also produce
hail and tornadoes.



ANVIL CLOUDS…
Anvil clouds are characterized by a flat cloud 
structure on top of a thunderstorm cloud. It is 
often used in describing gigantic thunderstorm 
clouds – cumulonimbus clouds which form an 
anvil-like shape when they mature. Anvil clouds 
could exist together with other cloud types like 
mammatus clouds.  Anvil and mammatus 
clouds are both varieties of accessory clouds 
whose development and existence depend on 
a parent cloud.





STRATOCUMULUS

fGray or whitish patch, sheet, or layered clouds which
almost always have dark tessellations (honeycomb
appearance), rounded masses or rolls. Except for
virga they are non-fibrous and may or may not be
merged.

f They also have regularly arranged small elements with
an apparent width of more than five degrees (three
fingers - at arm's length).





SOME INTERESTING CLOUDS

f Accessory Clouds 
f ‘Accessory cloud’ refers to a small

cloud structure attached or close to
any of the major cloud systems. It
depends on the larger cloud
structure for its growth and
existence. Accessory cloud rarely
sets off its own rainfall but the
parent cloud does, and oftentimes,
rainfall produced by the parent
cloud is confused to be from the
accessory cloud.

f VELUM
f PANNUS
f PILEUS



VELLUM CLOUDS

f These clouds are common 
worldwide except in Antarctica. 
They frequently appear in places 
where severe thunderstorms such as 
in America.

f If you’re overly concerned about 
the upcoming weather, do not 
undermine velum clouds as they 
are good indicators of a 
developing severe thunderstorm.



PANNUS CLOUDS

f Pannus clouds are clouds that have a 
shred-like appearance that occur with a 
parent cloud which may be separated or 
attached to it. As this cloud type is an 
accessory cloud, this means it depends on 
the parent cloud for its formation and 
continuance. Pannus cloud is so named 
as Latin word pannus means “patch of 
rag or cloth” which appropriately 
describes this cloud form. Pannus cloud is 
responsible for giving the sky a threatening 
appearance. In fact, they are often 
referred to as messenger clouds because 
rainfall may occur within five minutes of 
their emergence.



PILEUS CLOUDS

fClouds sometimes appear in strange patterns, 
one good example is the pileus clouds. This 
cloud phenomenon has earned high points 
among cloud spotters. But what makes this 
cloud so interesting? What role does it play in 
forecasting the weather? How strange is its 
cloud pattern?





PILEUS CLOUDS

f Pileus clouds form when moist air in the cumulus cloud is pushed upwards by 
strong updrafts inducing the moist air to condense atop the cumulus cloud. It is a 
strong indication that the main cloud has lots of moisture and is rapidly growing 
and would eventually become a well-developed thunderstorm cloud. Thus, it is a 
sign of upcoming severe weather system. Pileus can also be found above 
mountainsides and volcanic ash clouds.

f This cloud appears like smooth cap or veil on top of cumulus or cumulonimbus 
clouds giving it a hood-like appearance. It has earned high collecting points 
among cloud spotters due to its peculiar manifestation that looks like a bald head 
with a short life span. Its short existence is due to the fact that the parent cloud 
may swallow it as a result of vigorous convection below.

f Pileus clouds are common all over the world except in the polar regions. They 
tend to frequently appear in mid-latitude regions where severe thunderstorms 
develop like in the Central Plains of America. 

f Pileus clouds are more than just rare and strange cloud formations. They are visual 
indications that there is an impending severe weather condition.



CONTRAILS (AVIATICUS CLOUD)

f Contrails; (short for "condensation trails")
are line-shaped clouds produced by
aircraft engine exhaust, typically at
aircraft cruise altitudes several miles
above the Earth's surface.

f Contrails are composed primarily of water,
in the form of ice crystals. The
combination of water vapor in aircraft
engine exhaust and the low ambient
temperatures that exist at high altitudes
allows the formation of the trails.

f Impurities in the engine exhaust from the
fuel, including sulfur compounds (0.05% by
weight in jet fuel) provide some of the
particles that can serve as sites for water
droplet growth in the exhaust and, if water
droplets form, they might freeze to form
ice particles that compose a contrail.

f Their formation can also be triggered by
changes in air pressure in wingtip vortices
or in the air over the entire wing surface.

f Contrails, and other clouds directly
resulting from human activity, are
collectively named homogenitus





OPTICAL PHENOMENA

f Cirrus clouds, like cirrostratus clouds, can
produce several optical effects, such as
halos around the sun and moon. Halos are
caused by interaction of the light with
hexagonal ice crystals present in the
clouds, which, depending on their shape
and orientation, can result in a wide
variety of white and colored rings, arcs
and spots in the sky.

f Common halo varieties are the 22° halo,
sun dogs, the circumzenithal arc and the
circumhorizontal arc (also known as fire
rainbows).[Halos produced by cirrus
clouds tend to be more pronounced and
colorful than those caused by cirrostratus.



OPTICAL PHENOMENA

f More rarely, cirrus clouds are capable of
producing glories, more commonly
associated with liquid water-based clouds
such as stratus. A glory is a set of
concentric, faintly-colored glowing rings
that appear around the shadow of the
observer, and are best observed from a
high viewpoint or from a plane.

f Cirrus clouds only form glories when the
constituent ice crystals are aspherical, and
researchers suggest that the ice crystals
must be between 0.009 millimeters and
0.015 millimeters in length.


